Providing systems the ability to relate linguistic and visual 
Introduction
Understanding the relation between linguistic and visual content is a fundamental goal of computer vision, motivating a large body of research on tasks such as image retrieval and captioning. These tasks have challenges in terms of evaluation: in particular, the open-ended nature of image captioning tasks makes it difficult to develop reliable evaluation measures [1, 14] , and text-based image retrieval is unreliable because retrieval datasets are only partly labeled: they incorrectly assume that images that are not positively labeled for a given text query are negative samples. Motivated by these issues, we propose an alternative task to evaluate systems that match textual and visual content, called Binary Image SelectiON (BISON) . In BISON, the system is provided with two similar images and a fine-grained text query that describes one image but not the other. The system needs to select which of the two images is described in the text query; see Figure 1 . The performance of the system is measured in terms of its binary classification accuracy of selecting the correct image. BISON can be viewed as a variant of text-based image retrieval in which positive * This work was performed while Hexiang Hu was at Facebook. Given a text query, the system must select which of two images best matches the caption. The BISON accuracy of a system is the proportion of examples for which the system correctly chooses the positive image () over the negative image ().
and negative examples are explicitly labeled, and can be used to evaluate both generative and discriminative visionlanguage models. BISON accuracy differs from existing tasks in that it is reliable, easily interpretable, and focuses on fine-grained visual content. To facilitate BISON experiments, we collected the COCO-BISON dataset using the images and captions in the existing COCO [4] validation set. We use the COCO-BISON dataset to evaluate stateof-the-art text-based image retrieval systems, shedding new light on the performance of these systems.
Analyzing Retrieval and Captioning Tasks
We performed two experiments to identify the limitations of popular evaluations of vision-and-language systems via text-based image retrieval and image captioning. Relative captioning score Text-based image retrieval. Evaluations via text-based image retrieval use a single positive image for each text query and assume all other images in the dataset are negative examples for that query [6] . This assumption is often incorrect, in particular, when the image datasets is large. To assess the severity this problem, we performed an experiment in which we analyzed the "errors" made by the state-of-theart SCAN t2i retrieval system [10] on the COCO captions validation set. We presented each incorrectly retrieved image along with the text query to a set of human annotators, asking them to indicate if the text query appropriately describes the content of the image. The results of this experiment are presented in Table 1 and suggest that more than half of the "errors" made by the SCAN t2i system are not errors: the retrieved images are erroneously marked as incorrect due to the lack of explicit negative annotations. Image captioning. Captioning evaluation measures such as BLEU-4 [11] , CIDEr-D [14] , METEOR [3] , and SPICE [1] compare a generated caption to a collection of reference captions. As a result, the evaluations may be sensitive to changes in the reference caption set and incorrectly assess the semantics of the generated caption. We perform an analysis designed to study these effects on the COCO captions validation set by asking human annotators to assess image captions generated by the state-of-the-art UpDown [2, 13] captioning system. Specifically, we followed the COCO guidelines for human evaluation and asked annotators to evaluate the "correctness" of image-caption pairs on a Likert scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high). We asked a second set of annotators to evaluate the "detailedness" of captions (without showing them the image) on the same Likert scale. Figure 2 shows the resulting correctness and detailedness assessments as a function of four captioning scores (BLEU-4, CIDEr-D, METEOR, and SPICE) that were normalized to lie between 0 and 1. The results in the figure suggest that captioning scores do not correlate with the correctness of generated captions very well, and do not encourage generated captions to provide a detailed description of the image.
The COCO-BISON Dataset
We collected binary image selection annotations for the validation split of the COCO captions dataset [4] . Figure 3 illustrates the three main stages of our pipeline for collecting binary image selection annotations. 1. Collect pairs of semantically similar images. We construct a semantic representation for each image in the COCO validation set by averaging word embeddings (obtained using FastText [7] ) of all the words in all captions associated with the image. We use these representations to find the semantically most similar image for each image in the dataset via nearest neighbor search. We label the query image as positive and its nearest neighbor as negative. 2. Identify text queries that distinguish positive and negative images. We present human annotators with an interface that shows: (1) a positive image, (2) the corresponding negative image, and (3) the five captions associated with the positive image in the COCO captions dataset. We ask the annotators to select a text query from the set of five captions that describes the positive image but not the negative image, or to select "none of the above" if no discriminative text query exists. Unless annotators select the latter option, each of their annotations produces a query-positive-negative triple. We discard all image pairs for which annotators indicated no discriminative text query exists. 3. Verify correctness of the query-positive-negative triples. To ensure the validity of each query-positivenegative triple, we presented a different set of human annotators with trials that contained the positive and negative images and the query selected in stage 2. We asked the annotators whether the text query describes 1 : (1) the positive image, (2) the negative image, (3) both images, or (4) neither of the images. Each verification trial was performed by two annotators; we only accepted the corresponding BISON example if both annotators correctly selected the positive image given the text query. Figure 3 : Illustration of COCO-BISON dataset collection: We collect annotations for our binary image selection task on top of the COCO Captions dataset. We first find pairs of semantically similar images based on the similarities between their reference captions. Annotators then select a text query that describes only one of the images in a pair. Finally, we validate the annotations by asking annotators to select the correct image given the text query. See Section 3 for details. The query-positive-negative triples thus collected form binary image selection (BISON) examples, two of which are shown in Figure 1 . The COCO-BISON dataset and corresponding evaluation code is publicly available from http://hexiang-hu.github.io/bison/. Table 2 presents key statistics of our COCO-BISON dataset; for reference, it also shows the statistics of the validation splits of two popular captioning datasets. As shown in the table, our three-stage annotation procedure produced a BISON example for 38, 680 of the 40, 504 the images in the COCO captions validation set (≈ 95.5%). We show additional statistics in the supplementary material.
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Definition of the BISON Task
In the BISON task, the model is given two images and a text query that describes one of the two images and asked to select the correct image; see Figure 1 . The model's performance is measured in terms of binary classification accuracy. We report the mean accuracy over the COCO-BISON data and refer to it as the BISON score. We only use COCO-BISON for evaluation, i.e., we do not train systems on the annotations in the COCO-BISON dataset.
Existing text-based image retrieval and image captioning systems can be used to perform binary image selection. Doing so requires computing a "compatibility" score between the text query and the two images, and picking the image with the highest score. For image captioning systems, the compatibility score is generally defined as the loglikelihood of the text query given the image. Image retrieval systems naturally compute the compatibility score, e.g., via an inner product of the image and text features.
BISON Evaluation of Text-Based Retrieval
We use the BISON task to evaluate captioning systems (in the supplementary material) and image retrieval methods (this section). We now evaluate four state-of-the-art image retrieval systems on the COCO-BISON dataset. The supplementary material describes our experimental setup in more detail.
Evaluated Retrieval Systems
We evaluate four systems for text-based image retrieval: (1) ConvNet+BoW, (2) ConvNet+Bi-GRU, (3) Obj+Bi-GRU, and (4) SCAN [10] . The ConvNet+BoW system represents the text query by averaging word embeddings over all words in the query, and represents the image by averaging features produced by a convolutional network over regions (described later). The resulting representations are processed separately by two multilayer perceptrons (MLPs). We use the cosine similarity between the outputs of the two MLPs as the image-text compatibility score. The ConvNet+Bi-GRU system is identical to the previous system, but it follows [9] and uses a bi-directional GRU [5] to construct the text representation. The Obj+Bi-GRU system is similar to ConvNet+Bi-GRU but uses a Bi- Table 3 : Performance of text-based image retrieval systems: Recall@k (with k = 1 and k = 5) of caption-based image retrieval and image-based caption retrieval on the COCO-1K dataset (left) compared to the BISON accuracy on the COCO-BISON dataset (right). See text for details.
GRU to aggregate image-region features (spatial ConvNet features or object proposal features) and construct the image representation. Finally, SCAN [10] is a state-of-the-art image-text matching system based on image-region features and stacked cross-attention; we implement two variants of this system, viz. one that uses image-to-text (i2t) attention and one that uses text-to-image (t2i) attention. All retrieval systems are trained to minimize a max-margin loss.
Following the current state-of-the-art in image retrieval [10] , all systems use the top 36 object proposal features produced by a Faster R-CNN model [12] with a ResNet-101 backbone that was trained on the ImageNet and Visual Genome datasets. Table 3 presents the BISON accuracy of the text-based image retrieval systems on the COCO-BISON dataset. For reference, the table also presents the recall@k (for k = 1 and k = 5) of these systems on a caption-based image retrieval and an image-based caption retrieval task; these results were obtained on the COCO-1K split of [8] . In line with prior work [10] , we find that the SCANt2i system outperforms the competing systems in terms of all quality measures.
Results
We observe that the ranking of retrieval systems in terms of BISON accuracy is similar to that in terms of retrieval measures. However, BISON provides a more reliable error measure because it does not erroneously consider correct retrievals to be incorrect just because another image happened to be labeled as the positive image for that query. This is reflected in the fact that the BISON score of all systems is higher than their recall@1, and implies that BISON scores are more reliable. We expect that the reliability of evaluation measures becomes more important as the quality of text-to-image matching systems increases.
Discussion
We proposed binary image selection (BISON) as an alternative task for evaluating the performance of systems that relate visual and linguistic content. We showed that BISON solves the issues of text-based image retrieval tasks that erroneously assume that all unlabeled images are negative examples for the text query. Compared to text-based image retrieval, BISON has the advantage that the evaluation is more reliable, easily interpretable, and focuses more on "fine-grained" visual content. Our evaluation of captioning models shows that BISON measures different characteristics of models compared to captioning measures like CIDEr. We hope that BISON fosters the development of systems that go beyond coarse-level matching of images and text.
